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One of the problems we have in the 21 century is sensory 
overload (all senses: visual, tactile, auditory, olfactory). I think 
we are driven there by the current media trend which is to push 
rapid visual and auditory input, aka more hype, to sell more for 
more profit, and up our drive for impulse buying. I don't know of 
any scientific studies to support my thesis that increased 
anxiety (which hyper sensory input accomplishes) does to 
stimulate the "must have now" response. To me its kind of 
counter productive for "inspirational" venues to mimic this 
media approach as it drives us to a state of anxiety (the rapid 
visual input and loud frantic noises), increasing cortisol 
hormone levels, which in turn negatively affects our sense of 
wellness as well as our actual health.

This is the exact opposite of what "inspirational and 
meditative" philosophy is all about. Don't misunderstand me, I 
love visual stimulation (I bet it is safe to say that people who do 
stained glass are especially moved by visual stimulation. I think 
what I am "thinking" is that beauty can be restful, and 
informative, and capable of reducing stress. The perfect 
example is the old cathedral windows, of awesome storytelling 
beauty and yet full of reverence, detail, and color. I wonder if 
our goal as artists is to find some balance between the "wow 
factor" and the"wonderful" factor.  

Thanks to you all for your visits to this site and I always 
appreciate a "like" on facebook or twitter, or a 
pin on "pinterest" for which I will send a
freebie pattern of your choice. 

....religious 
media hype...



dail- -breade
"Man shall not live by bread alone
but by every word that proceeds
from the mouth of G-d”

Daily calendar sayings for 
February 2013: This month is 
always a fun design since I 
typically want to use love, or 
lovely, or loving, for the word to 
search through Biblos(dot)com 
(my favorite website for searching 
scripture).  So I took a pattern 
from my stash and used it.  This 
pattern can be found , along 
with some other heart patterns.  If 
you use the search option on any 
of my three sites and type in the 
word heart, you will find dozens of 
patterns for stained glass, for 
counted cross stitch and for 
peyote stitch beading.  

There is no question that the 
bible literature purports that love is 
the ultimate calming, healthful, 
societal wonder drug and that the 
whole of humanity should follow 
the example in the new testament. 

HERE
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http://gospelglass.com/dail-e-bread/feb_2013/feb_2013.php
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=38&products_id=443


New patterns posted in January
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two versions of a counted cross stitch
station of the cross pattern

http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=86&products_id=668
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=28&products_id=676
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=13&products_id=672
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=13&products_id=673
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=13&products_id=670
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=86&products_id=669
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=95&products_id=677
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=28&products_id=675
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=78&products_id=674
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=54&products_id=671
http://pdqpatterns.com/gospelglass.com/index.php?main_page=product_info&cPath=95&products_id=678

